Instructions to Determine Correct Ring Sizes
Please follow the instructions below very carefully to
ensure that you are ordering the correct ring size
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Step 1: Verify That You Are Printing This Guide At The Correct Size
a. Before you print this page to use it as a size guide, make sure that the option for scaling in your
Print Options Box is set to ‘none’ or ‘no page scaling’.
b. After you print this page, use a ruler to measure the ruler graphic shown above, to verify that your ruler measurement
and the printed measurement are the same.
c. If the measurement is off, double-check that you are printing this guide at full size on your printer, make any
corrections, and repeat until correct.

Step 2: Measure A Ring That Fits Comfortably
a. Select one of your own rings that you wear comfortably, or, if this is a gift, use a ring belonging to the gift
recipient. A simple band works best for accurate measuring.
b. Be sure you’re measuring for the correct hand on which the ring will actually be worn. A ring size will be about
a half size larger on the hand that is used for writing.
c. Place the ring you are measuring on the chart below, matching the outer edges of the circles with the inside edge
of your ring. The correct size circle should appear right against the inside edge of the ring.
d. If the ring falls between two sizes, order the next size up.

Step 3: Choose The Correct Size On Our Web Page And Place Your Order
Use the drop-down ring sizing feature on the item description page to select the correct ring size. The ring size you
selected will then be indicated when you view your selection in your Cart before completing your order.

Men’s and Women’s Ring Sizes with Inside of Ring Circumferences (mm)
Find your perfect women’s ring size below (check your chosen ring for sizing scale)
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Find your perfect men’s ring size below
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